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Note :-Attempt all questions.

1. Attemptanyfourofthefollowing : (4x3=12)

(a) Discuss various factors which affect the rate of demand.

O) Draw and discuss the logistic cunre for population growth.

(c) How would you include the requirement of water in the

estimation ofwaterdemand fora municipal area ? What is

coincident draft ?

(d) What are infiltration galleries and infiltration wells ? Explain

both with neat sketch.

(e) Draw a schematic diagram of wet intake towers and its

working.

(0 Define : Storage Coefficient, Coefficient of permeability

and Coefticient of transmissibility.

2. Attemptanyfourofthefollowing: (4x3=12)

(a) What are the various external and internal pressures that a

pipe bears during its laying and operation ?
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3.

O) What is a Hume Pipe ? How is it manufactured ?

(c) Explain the working of following with neat sketCh :

(, Gate Valve

(ii) ReflyxValve.

(d) What is surge in a pipe network ? Whal provisions are

made to safeguard a network from surge ?

(e) Explainthe following withneat sketch- Spigot and Socket
joint.

(f) Write down : Darcy Wesibach formula, Hazen William
formula, modified Hazen William formula and Manning's
fonnula.

Atternpt anythree of the following : (3x4=12)

(a) Derive the Shield's formula for self cleansing velocity.

(b) A stone-ware sewer, 30cm in diameter is laid at a
gradient of I in I 00. Using N = 0.01 3 in Manning,s formula,

calculate the velocity and discharge when sewer is
runningfull.

(c) Discuss the role of minfuaum and maximum velocities in
sewer line design. Also discuss effects of flow variation
onvelocity in a sewer.

Draw a diagram of a man-hole. Also discuss its purpose.

What is the importance ofventilations in sewers ? How is

itprovided in sewer line ?
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4. Attempt anytwo of the following : (2x7=14)

(a) Calculate the head losses and the corrected flows in the

various pipes of a distribution network as shown in figure.

The diameters and the lengths of the pipes used are given

against each pipe (Fig. 1). Compute corrected flows after

one correction.

Q:80 Us

22Us

D:20 D=20cm
l:300ml:300m

10 Us

D= 15

l:300m

l=500m 24lls

What is Pseudo Loop ? 2

Differentiate between Newton-Raphson Linear theory

and Hardy Cross method of analysis of water

distributionnetwork. 5

Discuss the various methods for laying a water

4distributionnetwork.

Compare the advantages and disadvantages of
continuous and intermittent systems of water supply

scheme. Under what conditions would you

recommend the latter ? 3

7575

15 Vs

D: 15 cm
l=300m

o) (,
(ii)

(c) (r)

(ii)
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